
autocouture
. INSTRUCTIONS

RSK03LBS / LRC / LRS

1. Please turn off the light (in automatic version, please set to 0).
2. Remove the ignition key and open the boot lid. (Picture 1)
3. Remove the car lining on the side with help of the round fasteners. (Picture 2 - 3)
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4. Proceed to remove the service butterfly. (Picture 4)
5.  There you have the main connectors of the taillights. Please press together laterally the locking mecha- 
 nism and pull out the connector. (Picture 5 - 6)
6. Pull also out the position light bulb holder in A and remove the bulb. (Picture 6)
7. Unscrew the 4 nuts on M with 8mm screw wrench or pawl. (Picture 7 - 9)
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8. Pull out the taillight in a backwards direction, it may be possible that the original sealing is glued.   
 Proceed to build in litec taillights in the reverse system. (Picture 10 - 12)
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10. Once you are ready with one side, please proceed in the same way with the other side.

11. Once everything is built on and adapt perfectly, you can make a check.

12.  Light on = taillight C-form (LED red)  
 Brake light: upper part lighter (Led red)  
 Indicator: interior intersection in C form (LED orange)     
 Back up lamp: interior reflector with halogen (white)    
 Fog light: left side under lighter (LED red) 

9. Special attention on stick together the connector from opal glass for the position light, do not mix  
 plus and minus (if you do, some functions from the taillight will not work properly). (Picture 13 - 16)

Enjoy the drive!
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  Taillight  Brake light        Indicator   Back up lamp  Fog light

Important information: After ignition the car carry on a system-check-up (canbus or borad computer) which brings 
the leds to twinkle, flash for a short time. This is just an electricity test done from the tailights control unit. This effect 
is not an error or defect from the LITEC tailights. Litec tailights are serialized with canbus control in order to avoid 
reprogramming from the car and errors in board computer. 


